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1 Introduction

In the course of the first half of the fourteenth century one of the greatest

legal minds of the day, Bartolus of Sassoferrato (1313–57), arrived at

a definition of family that rested on the equation of family and property –

more particularly, of familia and substantia. In hiswords, “familia accipitur in

iure pro substantia.” Just what was included in substantia he did not elabor-

ate. His contemporary, Alberico da Rosciate (1290–1360), came to an

identical equation, or, in his terms, “familia, id est substantia.”1 But he

revealedmore about that substantia, specifically including nonmaterial elem-

ents, dignitas and memoria, in that substance.2 Dignitas and memoria com-

prised such things as family name and coat of arms, size and style of

dwelling, and all else that contributed to family honor, in other words.

Those were all elements that members of a family shared. That sharing

may have beenmost evident at the moments at which it ended or was under

some threat, such as the very moment that was Bartolus’s focus, namely

death and inheritance. The ideal case was that as the nominal owner of the

substantia died, his son stepped forward and acceded to the substantia so

seamlessly that in some sense father and son had shared the patrimony

together. The tie between father and son was indeed substantial.

What propelled these simultaneous and parallel jurisprudential obser-

vations of Bartolus and Alberico? Why the concern about family? And

why then? To that point in time there had essentially been no jurispru-

dential theorizing about family. Familia, to be sure, was a term from

Roman law, but familia had no precise legal definition and was not itself

possessed of distinctive rights or legal contours. It was not conceived as

a corporate entity. The word was a handy collective noun, useful for

certain situations that arose in civic or natural circumstances.3

1
For Bartolus, see the references in Chapter 2. Alberico da Rosciate,Dictionarium iuris tam

civilis quam canonici, s.v. familia.
2
Cf. Andrea Romano, Famiglie, successioni e patrimonio familiare nell’Italia medievale

e moderna, 2; and Kuehn, “Memoria and Family in Law.”
3 Cf. David Herlihy, “Family.”
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Legal thought had not advanced before that point to concentrate on the

ongoing social and political developments, to seek the logic (ratio) behind

laws and to apply that to new and shifting circumstances.4 To that point

the logical and textual coherence of law (Roman and canon) had been the

focus. With the so-called commentators, including Bartolus, an active

interest in the relations between society and local laws, on the one hand,

and learned academic law, on the other, came to the fore and began to

have effects on law in practice.Men like Bartolus and Alberico took direct

aim at legal issues that were real and pressing, including those arising

from changes in family and in local laws bearing on family affairs and

possessions. But what Bartolus and Alberico were addressing was the

means, in law, by which property and dignitas and memoria were pre-

served, mainly in the management and transmission of substantia. They

were beginning to think of familia as something abstract and corporate, an

entity or substance enduring in time.

The timing of this juristic interest in family, however, is indicative of

social and economic factors also. It was around the middle of the four-

teenth century that, as Cesarina Casanova, among others, has said, “the

model of the great horizontal family and its communion of goods began to

give way to the emergence of an agnatic and patrilineal conception, which

was manifest in the tendency to maintain a unitary patrimony.”5 By the

early fourteenth century the large clans in Italian cities that had been

prominent in the Guelf and Ghibelline factionalism in the thirteenth

century had begun to give way to more elongated, temporally durable

configurations, couched in terms of agnatic lineage. Families were more

narrowly cast, but also more complex, as they tracked relations over

time.6 Scholars’ attention consequently has turned from the accumula-

tion and sharing of resources within a residential and relational group to

the passage of families and patrimonies across generations.

It was not an easy or simple task to accord a corporate character to the

family.While the ethos of kin sharing and living from a common fund was

undoubtedly strong – presumed, in fact, in many realms of activity – it ran

up against everyday contingencies that revealed the dark side of shared

gains and losses, credits and liabilities.Mismanagement, sudden reversals

of fortune, and vagaries of markets always threatened to bring down all

those who shared a familial substantia. A narrower, temporally extended

4 Ferdinando Treggiari, “Commentaria (Commentaries on Civil Law), Fourteenth

Century, Bartolus a Saxoferrato (1313/14–1357/58).”
5
Cesarina Casanova, La famiglia italiana in età moderna, 87. On this theme also Gianna

Pomata, “Family and Gender.”
6 Franca Leverotti, Famiglie e istituzioni nel medioevo italiano: dal tardo antico al rinasci-

mento, 137.
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family was one device to reduce liabilities that might undercut family

survival. Even more, for jurists, a more corporate approach to ownership

and management ran into conflict with another important premise: that

of contractual freedom of legal persons.7

The estate itself had qualities of a legal person that emerged mainly

when an inheritance was in abeyance (iacens). Then an estate had elem-

ents of personality, having and meeting obligations, that stood until

someone came forth to accept the estate and make it (and its debts)

his.8The notion of a haereditas iacens clarified and allowed the imposition

of rights and obligations through the singular person. The legal person is

a fiction, but medieval law operated through such devices. As Yan

Thomas maintains, looking precisely at the “continuation” of ownership

from father to son in inheritance, the law perpetuated fictions that altered

the nature of things within the law. In Bartolus’s example, the fiction that

father and son were somehow one and the same person, in turn, could

generate the fiction that family was its substance.9 In that regard, exam-

ined carefully, the law provided space within which the realities of shared

domestic existence could proceed alongside concerns to maintain family,

substantially, over time. Corporate interests were thus perpetuated

through, but also conflicted with, individual prerogatives.

Families were units of production, as Frederik Pedersen has recently

noted, that also “shared economic, social, and political resources.”

Ideally tasks were interchangeable and all family members were sup-

ported. The older generation furnished the capital and land; the younger

generation the labor. All shared the fruits of that labor and capital.10 The

synchronous sharing of life and resources stood in some contrast, how-

ever, to the passage of resources across generations and the personifica-

tion of rights and obligations in the deceased owner passing to one’s heirs.

Still, by no means was it the case that the horizontal family and its

“communion of goods” (Casanova) had disappeared entirely. In fact,

the sharing of goods went on; certainly the ideal and presumption of it

did, but now such horizontal solidarity could come to clash with the more

vertical emphasis on an intergenerational patrimony. That equation of

family and substance that Bartolus and Alberico envisioned so nicely

sprang from a perception of a unity of patrimonial elements, of shared

resources, under the guiding hand of the single paterfamilias directing the

7 Casanova, La famiglia italiana in età moderna, 91.
8
Thomas Kuehn, Heirs, Kin, and Creditors in Renaissance Florence, 72–74.

9
Yan Thomas, Fictio legis: La funzione romana e i suoi limiti medievali, 80–82. See also

Marta Madero, “Interpreting the Western Legal Tradition: Reading the Work of Yan

Thomas,” 124–26.
10 Frederik Pedersen, “The Family Economy,” 102, 109, 111.
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family, its members and property, to a common well-being and to

a prolongation in subsequent generations. Familia became a concern, in

other words, as the meanings or utilities of familiawere shifting. Bartolus,

as we will see, was struck by the close sharing of the patrimony by father

and son, to the extent that during his father’s life a son could still be

termed a sort of owner (quodammodo dominus) of the family’s substantia,

and on his father’s death inherited it immediately and automatically in the

eyes of the law. This sense of sharing as normative has been lost or at least

downplayed in scholarly attention to accounts of patrimonial manage-

ment, to the strategies employed in moments of transmission, such as

marriage or death. The ideal of living together and sharing assets of

a patrimony, of surviving lean times and enjoying the good, remained

a powerful and persistent force shaping behavior and expectations.

Sharing is not generally seen as an economic activity, if only because it

occurs in spaces away from markets and embodies something other than

the acquisitive rationality that supposedly governs behavior there. A stark

contrast between the home and the market is the expectation of the

present. Stephanie Coontz, in a popular book from the 1990s, nicely

described those expectations:

The effective adult, at work and in public, is independent, individualistic,

rational, and calculative. The effective family member, by contrast, shares,

cooperates, sacrifices, and acts nonrationally. The character traits that keep

families together are associated in all other arenas of life with immaturity or

irrationality; family interdependency is now the only thing that stands in the

way of “self-actualization.”11

This dichotomy continues to shape historical understanding. It is a false

dichotomy in many ways, most clearly so when one looks at things like

family investments, exploitation of assets, and devolution of wealth across

key moments of marriage and death. Wealth as patrimony required more

of that sharing, cooperation, sacrifice, and, above all, nonrationality. But

the approach to family as substantia was not thoroughly beyond the

nonrational. There was an interpenetration and combination of the

legal and the extralegal, the individual and the collective, the commercial

and the inalienable that allowed the equation of family and substance.

Patrimony was not incompatible with markets, but both interacted with

cultural and political, as well as economic, values. Sharing was not always

irrational and it was always meaningful. It was a systematic form of

behavior that can be tracked behind and even through the evidence left

11 Stephanie Coontz, The Way We Never Were: American Families and the Nostalgia

Trap, 155.
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by market activities and reciprocities of exchange that formed the core of

the economy of gifts. That, again, is what this study seeks to do.

The idea of the patrimony underpinned by a sharing economy is the

point of departure for the chapters that follow, beginning with close

consideration of Bartolus’s formulation. The sharing economy of house-

holds can be seen as a third option, between the two conventionally

opposed forms of exchange broadly recognized within social sciences –

the economy of the commercial market and the economy of the gift. The

gift economy was first elaborated by the French anthropologist, Marcel

Mauss, and developed and refined by others.
12

It was a notion formulated

in clear contrast to relations and exchanges in a market economy (and

from that association largely taken as “primitive” in contrast to markets).

Themarket, of course, is broadly taken as indicative of themodern world,

which began with commercial markets and then developed industrial and

financial markets. The gift is taken as characteristic of earlier forms of

exchange and distribution, in tribal or feudal societies, influentially so in

the work of the historians Georges Duby and Natalie Zemon Davis.13

In both the competitive world of markets and gift-giving, there is

a calculated exchange and reciprocity (just not necessarily immediate or

precise in the case of gifts). In the market typically the reciprocation

(price) is set and the return is made immediately (or credit is extended).

A gift, in contrast, set an expectation of reciprocation at some future

point, in an as yet undetermined form, and thus put the recipient in the

position of debtor to the gift giver. Extension of credit was the essence of

gift-giving. In an economy of gift or largesse, reciprocity could present

problems of miscalculation, while the norm of reciprocity was real and

undeniable. The reciprocal countergift could seem to be a sort of extor-

tion on the person who accepted the initial gift. Reciprocation, imprecise

in form and timing, could raise anxiety as to the continuing social rela-

tionship between donor and donee.14

In the sharing economy, in contrast, there is no reciprocity; there is the

“demand” on one side and the accession to or refusal of it on the other.

There is no calculation of return. There is no sense of indebtedness or

individualistic ownership to acknowledge.
15

As laid out by the

12
Marcel Mauss, The Gift: Forms and Functions of Exchange in Archaic Societies. Also

interesting is James G. Carrier, Gifts and Commodities: Exchange and Western Capitalism

since 1700.
13 Cf. Georges Duby, The Early Growth of the European Economy: Warriors and Peasants from

the Seventh to the Twelfth Century; Natalie Zemon Davis, The Gift in Sixteenth-Century

France.
14

William Ian Miller, Humiliation: And Other Essays on Honor, Social Discomfort, and

Violence, esp. 5–6, 16–17, 48–50.
15 Cf. Russell Belk, “Sharing,” 716.
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anthropologist Thomas Widlok, sharing is not an aspect of gift exchange

but a complex social phenomenon in its own right that makes specific

demands on those involved in it. Some people share what they value

without expecting returns. Sharing is more likely in situations of proxim-

ity, though not necessarily face to face, as intermediaries may often be

used to convey things. Sharing shelter or food, as with brothers living

together (ad unum panem et vinum, to use a frequent metaphor from our

period), can generate powerful social bonding apart from any sense of

blood-relatedness. Sharing helps establish a sense of self as “limited,”

subject to the demands of others and with possible access to things

through them, including the honor shared with others.16 It does not

demand unequivocal ownership as a right to exclude others from access

to what is owned.17 Inequalities and distinctions that are in fact inevitable

are muted by sharing.18

The centrality of physical presence is one weakness of sharing, as the

relationship can be attenuated when presence ends or intervals between

appearances lengthen. Claims after a long absence may slide

a relationship to a point more akin to gift-giving than sharing, where

some expectation of reciprocity and keeping score creeps in.19 Sharing

may also erodewhen kin relations start to become fixed roles –when those

involved stop speaking of and to each other in certain ways, practice

different crafts, circulate in different corners of society, and certainly

when they take up separate dwellings.20 Death has extensive effects on

sharing, of course, as sharing most often ends at that point, and those not

present at the moment might be left out.21

Still, as a household mode of living, sharing presents a different option,

difficult to reconcile with notions of ownership. In the formulation of

some anthropologists, the household economy is more than a set of

practices. It is “a way of thinking about those activities, an orientation

that sees the household itself as the focus of economic action and that

subordinates the economic pursuit of its members to the survival of the

house as a social unit.”22 As the business analyst Russell Belk points out,

Within the family, shared things are, de facto if not de jure, joint possessions.

Their use requires no invitation, generates no debt, andmay entail responsibilities

16 On honor and personality, see William Ian Miller, Eye for an Eye, 101.
17 Cf. Yan Thomas, Il valore delle cose.
18 The foregoing derives fromThomasWidlok,Anthropology and the Economy of Sharing and

his programmatic essay “Sharing: Allowing Others to Take What Is Valued.” Also Belk,

“Sharing,” 723; and Alfred Gell, “Inter-Tribal Commodity Barter and Reproductive

Gift-Exchange in Old Melanesia.”
19 Widlok, Sharing, 182. 20 Widlok, Sharing, 83. 21 Widlok, Sharing, 183.
22 Carrier, Gifts and Commodities, 153–54.
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as well as rights. The responsibilities may include taking care not to damage

shared possessions, not overusing these things to the detriment of other family

members, and cleaning up so that others will find these resources in a similar state

of readiness for their own use. Such responsibilities underscore a difference

between shared possession and sole ownership.
23

Contrary to the contrasting conditions of seller and buyer or donor and

recipient, there is no distinction to be made conceptually between

sharers; their ownership, as it were, is mutual.24 Possessiveness and

mastery or control are the sorts of outlooks that threaten the end of

sharing.25 Indeed, sharing is most evident, certainly most apt to fall into

the purview of legal documents, at those moments at which individual

prerogatives and rights are asserted against those of the group. Sharing, in

other words, pops into viewwhen it is threatened (fromwithin or without)

or ceases altogether, evidently so at death.26 We may not always see it

from the perspective we adopt as historians dependent on legal records.

Indeed, as the anthropologist Marilyn Strathern has demonstrated, per-

ceptions of actions as borrowing or sharing can vary by observers’ circum-

stances – their location in an institutional or social nexus. Sharing within

a family can seem something else (e.g., borrowing, theft) from outside.

Ownership as a way of negotiating relations and appropriation as a way of

acquisition exist in a fluid dynamic.27 In contrast to a rich line of scholarly

investigation, arising from the work of Karl Polanyi and others,28 which

postulates a metahistorical transition from an economy of embedded gift

exchange to one of disembedded market exchange, this study wants to

insist both on the overlap or persistence of both forms (gift andmarket) in

a given society and, even more importantly, on a third economic model,

sharing, which also overlapped the other two.

In an Italian community such as Florence (the principal entry point, but

not the only one, for our investigations) all three forms of economy existed

and interacted. The borders between them were permeable. One might

conceptualize the situation as having a sharing economy at home, a gift

economy outside the home with kin and friends, and an exchange economy

with all others in the various marketplaces of the city. But calculations went

on at all levels, such that there could be and indeed from time to time was

individualistic activitywith the house and equally nonrational considerations

23 Belk, “Sharing,” 717. Also his “You Are What You Can Access: Sharing and

Collaborative Consumption Online.”
24

Belk, “Sharing,” 720.
25

Belk, “Sharing,” 727.
26

Widlok, Sharing, 187–88.
27

Marilyn Strathern, “Sharing, Stealing and Borrowing Simultaneously.”
28

Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation: The Political and Economic Origins of Our Time.

Also Jens Beckert, “The Great Transformation of Embeddedness: Karl Polanyi and the

New Economic Sociology.”
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that could influence market transactions. Family feelings can also lead to

anger or disappointment and produce intergenerational conflict, and as such

be essentially ambivalent.29 In contrast to the clean distinction between

market behavior and family that serves Coontz’s purposes, the approach

here is to insist on the overlaps and interpenetrations between these realms.

It is evident, for one thing, in the legal aphorism that the female was the

avaricious gender, capable of rational pursuit of desired things even at the

expense of other family goals.30 It was an effective aphorism as it injected

market behavior into the family sphere as a negative. Historians have also

long recognized that forms of patronage prevalent in Florence were redolent

with elements of a gift economy.31

The sharing economy was alive mainly in the forms of domestic activity

(the monasteries and convents were certainly sharing environments too).

People partook of food and shelter, as well as the harder-to-determine

emotional life of the group that fed into and from a collective sense of

honor and social identity. A strong association of sibling groups could

importantly serve to underwrite household solidarity.32 This collectivity,

in turn, interacted through its members in the other economies of market

and gift. The presumption of sharing was enthroned in the statutes that

made financial liability common among fathers and sons, and brothers

living together (though not wives). The markets, as sophisticated as they

were, from the public space of the Mercato Vecchio to the scattered stores

and workshops throughout a city such as Florence, were also permeated

with exchanges of gifts and favors – above all, the extension of credit based

on the intangible and tangible qualities of trust. Family members and

business partners (notmutually exclusive groups) shared profits and losses.

Florentines, especially those fortunate to command considerable

resources, made loans to relatives, neighbors, and business and political

associates. Loans expressed and maintained solidarities, based on kin-

ship, neighborhood, or guild. Trust was less of an issue with those people

one knew or with whom one had active ties; and personal loans, as

opposed to commercial, were often written off, as more was involved

than market calculation. Accounts were carefully kept of inter-business

credits and debits, while real estate transactions were “almost entirely

treated as interpersonal exchanges.”33 Across these relations Florentines

29 Cf. Aafke E. Komter, Social Solidarity and the Gift.
30 Cf. Thomas Kuehn, Family and Gender in Renaissance Italy, 1300–1600, 54, 62, 177.
31

David Herlihy, “Family and Property in Renaissance Florence,” 13.
32

As Janet Carsten found in Langkawi society (Malaysia): “Houses in Langkawi: Stable

Structures or Mobile Homes?”.
33 Paul D. McLean and Neha Gondal, “The Circulation of Interpersonal Credit in

Renaissance Florence,” esp. 155.
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managed to assemble rural estates and move commodities, especially real

estate, into a category of items devolving outside output or factormarkets.

These more personal resources posed less risk to the process of passing

property to the young.34

Partners in a business venture, a societas, in contrast, gave their trust

a concrete form in their written partnership agreements. They shared

profits and losses according to a contractual formula they had agreed

to, although they as often dissolved their partnerships, sorted out the

capital and gains, and reentered modified contracts in new, even if

essentially the same, partnerships.
35

The marketplace was not secure

and thus it was where relations in sharing profit and loss required the

most detailed and careful rendering. The patronage exemplified by

gifts and favors, in turn, could be at the heart of highly strategic and

manipulative thinking, asserting solidarities in the face of the dissolv-

ent forces of the market. And those who lived together and shared

unabashedly in a common patrimony, nonetheless, could also keep

careful accounts of acquisitions and expenses and seek appropriate

returns when the time came. Even for brothers, who could adopt the

form of an association nominally more than a mere business societas,

being rather a societas omnium bonorum, there was always an eye on its

dissolution, the end of sharing, and the assertion of individual owner-

ship. The family and its substance might then be parceled out, or lost

entirely. Against that eventuality it was possible to erect an inheritance

device, the fideicommissum (a trust erected around a directed substi-

tution of heirs from the agnatic lineage with the provision that family

property not be alienated to outsiders), that took ownership of one

person (the founding testator) to an extreme, obliterating the rights of

heirs to manage and direct property as they saw fit, and yet it did so to

hold collective property for family over generations. Different and at

times surprisingly flexible options thus existed across the gamut of

economic interactions.36 Collective ownership could be continued in

adverse economic circumstances by turning it legally into individual

ownership and asserting a separation of liability from other individual

holders (as when a wife retrieved her dowry during marriage on the

grounds of her husband’s impending bankruptcy) or by giving

34 Rebecca Jean Emigh, The Undevelopment of Capitalism: Sectors and Markets in Fifteenth-

Century Tuscany; Bas van Bavel,The Invisible Hand?HowMarket Economies Have Emerged

and Declined since ad 500.
35

On Florence’s economy see Richard A. Goldthwaite, The Economy of Renaissance

Florence; and Goldthwaite with Tim Carter, Orpheus in the Marketplace: Jacopo Peri and

the Economy of Late Renaissance Florence.
36 Cf. Diane Scarabotto, “Between: The Hybrid Economies of Collaborative Networks.”
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property away to someone not liable otherwise.37 Florentines con-

tinued, at least in statutes whose initial formulations went back to

the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, to intertwine busi-

ness and personal activities in an extensive liability for obligations that

made little distinction between the substance of a partnership (simple

societas) and that of a family. Trust resided on such bases.38 But there

was also every reason to forge distinctions in ownership or use when

obligations came due, especially when they were so great as to

threaten family.

Here, then, is the problem to be investigated in several contexts in the

chapters that follow. Although there was a sharing economy of house-

holds and their patrimonies, there were in fact and inevitably a variety of

personal claims that could burst forth to attenuate sharing or even neces-

sitate an end to sharing. After all, while assets were shared, so were debts

and liabilities. To have recourse again to the judicious observations of

Casanova, tensions arising from the continuity and pretended unity of the

patrimony for individual men and women, seeking to see their rights to

property realized, “traversed the histories of many lineages.”
39

Familial substance, or patrimony, was also composite. As Loredana

Garlati observes, there was the patrimonium of the father (pater), but there

might also be shares, peculia, belonging nominally to the children, and

there was the dowry and possibly other property belonging to the wife/

mother.40 To these we can add the conflicting claims of brothers living

together on a single patrimony after their father’s death. These forms of

family property are the focus of Chapters 3 through 5. Issues around these

forms of property were real and require investigation.

Of course, the family consisted, at least in most cases, of more than one

person; not to deny that a household of one was quite possible, in terms of

coresidence and in terms of the law. That family of one, however, unless

something was done (marriage, adoption), would die out with the demise

of its sole member. As we will see in Chapter 2, it was precisely the

continuation of family into subsequent generations that was at the heart

of the equation of familia and substantia. It was also a peculiarity of gender

in law that a woman could not begin an enduring family line; rather, she

was the beginning and end, it was said, of a family of one – herself.41

37 Kuehn, Family and Gender, 91–97, 131–39; Kuehn, “Protecting Dowries in Law in

Renaissance Florence”; Julius Kirshner, “Wives’ Claims against Insolvent Husbands in

Late Medieval Italy.”
38

Thomas Kuehn, “Debt and Bankruptcy in Florence: Statutes and Cases.”
39

Casanova, Famiglia italiana, 86.
40 Loredana Garlati, “La famiglia tra passato e presente,” 5–6.
41 Cf. Kuehn, Family and Gender, 63.
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